Year 3 – Term 2

To have life, and live it to the full. John 10:10

This term’s text

Books and authors

English

Suggested Authors

This term we will be exploring UG, plus some other stories set in
the stone age as a comparison.



Anthony Browne



Adam Blade



Helen Cresswell



Janet Ahlberg



Trudy Lugwig



Raymond Briggs

Key Skills Covered


Creating a comic



Developing our inference skills



Writing instructions



Making comparisons

We will continue guided reading. However, we are going to mix the
children across the year group to allow all children to have adult
input every day.

Reading

Creative Curriculum
This term our theme is ‘Set in Stone’. We will learn about the Stone Age
period. We will be looking at how they lived and how their life compares to
ours. This is linked with our class text for the term and our Art topic.

From this term we will have an allocated library slot where we will
change books once a week. If they finish their book and have
completed a quiz, they will be allowed to take a book from the new
in class library – these books will not come home.
GPS
We will be introducing new grammar content such as speech
punctuation, imperative verbs and comparative conjunctions.

Computing

Mathematics

Music

We will use the Purple Mash
computing software to look at
the very important topic of
online safety.

As mathematicians we will be
working on our knowledge of
addition and subtraction and
expanding the use of the
column method. We will also
learn more about multiplication
and division.

This term our music will be
based on learning songs for “the
most wonderful time of the year”
- Christmas

RE

Languages

Art

PSHE

Incarnation

French

Cave Painting

Celebrating differences

We will be answering the
question; What is the holy trinity?

We will be learning new
vocabulary to be able to talk
about our family members.

We will be observing historical
cave paintings. We will then
attempt to recreate cave
paintings of our own using a
variety of different materials and
techniques.

Enrichment

Values focus

Homework

Towards the end of term we
will have a Stone Age Day,
filled with activities, bringing
together all the learning from
throughout the term.

Homework will continue to be
set every Friday and will
focus on recapping English
We will be focusing on respect. and maths learning from the
Respecting differences in
week, through online learning
PSHE, being respectful of
platforms of Mathletics and
equipment in PE and
Purple Mash.

RESPECT

communicating with respect in
ICT.

Physical
Education
As athletes we will be learning
how to play cricket in a team in
our outdoor sessions. We will
also be learning more about
fitness and how to stay fit and
healthy.

This term is about
understanding and accepting
differences. Included in this
we cover friendships and
anti-bullying.

Reading
Well done to all those who have
received certificates so far! Keep
up with the regular reading.
Hopefully we can give out some
100 reads certificates soon.

